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The Black Guelph Networks
ThatVVant LaRouche Dead
The following report was released last week by the
Security Staff of the U.S. Labor Party.

British Round Table group. and a series of planning
discussions that group initiated in December, 1977.

Ongoing U.S. Labor Party investigations into the role

For the most part. the Round Table associates have

of Professor Francis M. Watson and the "conservative"

been in collaboration since World War II. As a grouping.
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posed a direct threat to the future of the "Empire. "
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It was this grouping that assumed charge of British
policy following the Suez crisis of 1956-57. during which
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Approximately four weeks ago. a conference was held at

operation; second and more broadly. to wreck, by every
device available to the Round Table apparatus. the full

Brighton under the chair mansh ip of Admiral LeBailey.

implementation of the New World Economic Order. That

the former head of British Secret Intelligence Service

Grand Design for global peace and prosperity. based on a
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new monetary system pegged to gold and devoted to high

Industry" and drawing in directors of the Imperial
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called
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technology capital expansion. was initially proposed by

Chemical Industries. the Warburg banking circles and as
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in March 1975 and
as the accompanying report sh all
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for mobilizing the intelligence services of the West in an

same time. with heavy financial backing from the Ford
Foundation. created an institution known as the "British
Brookings" to facilitate cooptation and takeover moves
against the Grand Design efforts of the Western
European governments.

What follows represents an initial profile of the Round
Table networks behind the campaign to destroy that
Grand Design. Subsequent articles in this newspaper will
provide updates and more detailed profile material on
the Black Guelph conspirators and their tentacles in the
United States. The immediate purpose is to provide the
outlines of the network so that individuals approached by
representatives of this fascist design (usually under the
rubric of defending "America's free enterprise system")
will be effectively inoculated. and so that individuals of
honest persuasion presently hooked into this operation
can break free and avoid complicity in potential multiple
assassinations.

The "Free Enterprise" Fraud

Since the 18th century when Adam Smith was deployed
as a political agent of the Black Guelph faction to destroy
the dirigist policies of industrial progress embodied in

the American Revolution. the City of London has used
"free enterprise" as a synthetic belief structure to
confound. capture and manipulate honest but poorly
informed industrial and political circles on behalf of the
overall policy interests of the Anglo-Dutch oligarchy. At
present. on the basis of the "free enterprise" myth. the
above-cited network maintains a heavy penetration into
United States political institutions that are generally

From the Top Down

profiled as conservative. procapitalist.

At present. the U. S. Labor Party has established that
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week of June in an effort to trigger a series of assass-
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THE BLACK GUELPH NETWORK THAT WANTS LAROUCHE DEAD

"Aims for Industry"
Admiral LeBailey (SIS)
Robert Moss
Imperial Chemical Industries
Warburg banks

Center for
Policy Studies
Sir Keith Joseph

International Institute
for Strategic Studies

Royal Institute
of International Affairs

Herman Schmidt-Mobil Oil
Irving Shapiro-DuPont. Business Round Table
George Meyer-Standard Oil of Indiana
Max Fisher-New Detroit. United Brands. American Jewish Ctte.
Disque Deane-Lazard Freres

Henry Kissinger-Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Chase Manhattan
J.K. Jamieson-Honorary Chairman.'Exxon Corp.
Richard Wood-Eli Lilly Endowment
Henry Bloch-Warl:>urg-Pincus (New York)

Heritage Foundation
Rockford College Institute
National Review-"Right Report"
Richard Viguerie Associates. Inc.
John Birch Society

CounterSpY-Public Eye
Institute for Policy Studies
Fund for Investigative Journalism
Communist Party USA
National Lawyers Guild
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The Mont Pelerin Society.

founded in 1947. is an

informal circle of Round Table owned "economists" who

element within Mobil Oil centered around Herman
Schmidt is presently playing a similar role. In addition to

gather annually in Mont Pelerin. Switzerland for the

Schmidt's involvement in the Olin' Foundation and in

propaganda

funding the Rockford College Institute. Schmidt has been
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Investigative Journalism (all of which have featured

conservatives" dupes who provide the critical cover for

prominently at the lower level of the present deployment
against LaRouche) . The Eli Lilly Endowment of

drawing to a close when their complicity in British

Indianapolis. Ind .. associated with the Standard Oil of

intelligence assassination plots and wrecking efforts

Indiana chairman George Meyer and Henry Kissinger.
has itself recently contracted a six month study of the

against the U. S. economy and national security can go

U. S. Labor Party which is being circulated as a
confidential memo among a select readership. Lilly has
not only been a longtime funding conduit for the Heritage
Foundation; it has simultaneously been the principal
financial angel behind FIJ and CounterSpy. A rotten
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the time is very rapidly

without accounting for. For those who choose to question
the case as presented by the USLP. the only honest
course of action is to launch immediate public
independent investigations. The �lternative is a wave of
London targeted terrorist violence -- that will assuredly
not stop with LaRouche.

On The Trail Of LaRouche/s Assassins
The British plotters and their Lower Manhattan allies
This list has been provided by the U.S. Labor Party to
the FBI. the Justice Department. and other law
enforcement agencies for use in investigations of the
assassination plot against party Chairman Lyndon H.
LaRouche. It has also been circulated to U.S. trade union
leaders. corporate and banking officials. and to the U.S.
Congress.

••

••

••

Evelyn de Rothschild: director of N.M. Rothschild

and Chairman of the economist - the joint policy weekly
of the Rothschild and Lazard-Freres financial interests,
British Round Table

Lord Harlech (formerly Sir David Onnsby-Gore):
his mother is Dowager Lady Harlech, assistant Lady of
the Bedchamber to the Queen Mother : a member of the
Cecil family whose services to the Guelph faction date
back to the 16th century; board member of the Kennedy
Memorial Trust and the Harvard College, Lord Harlech
was the literal controller of the Kennedy Administration
from his post as British Ambassador to the United States.
•• David Steel: Liberal Party leader;
British Round
Table
••
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Count Otto von Hapsburg: actual leader of the world

environmentalist movement;

president of the World

Federalist movement; director of both the Mount Pelerin
Society and the European Center for Documentation and
Information.
.*

THE BLACK GUELPH ASSASSINS

William Whitelaw: Chairman of the Conservative

Party; British Round Table.

Baron Von Taxis: president of the Mont Pelerin

Society, right-wing Black Guelph Bilderberger Society.
.* Winston Churchill III:
shadow Deputy Minister of
Defense in the British Parliament; writes for the

Heritage Foundation's publication, Policy Review. rb
** Robert
Moss:
senior editor of the London
Economist; director Royal Institute of International

Affairs (RIIA) and International Institute for Strategic
Studies (IISS) ; member, editorial board of the Heritage
Foundation's Policy Review.
** Lord
Greenhill of Harrow: British government
delegate to the board of British Petroleum Oil Co. ;

director, British Round Table; International Advisory
Committee, First National Bank of Chicago; director of
BBC and British Leyland Motors.
,
•• Sir Kenneth Dobson: chairman of British Leyland,
RAF in China 1941-45; IISS; director of Exxon Corp. ;
director, British-American Tobacco Co.
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